MANUAL SHADE FABRIC REPLACEMENT

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

1. Spline
2. Shade Fabric
3. Heat Welded Hem Pocket
Shade fabric is attached to the tube using a removable spline.

The shade fabric will arrive on site with the spline rolled to the inside. Reroll the fabric so the spline is on the outside before installing.

If applicable remove fascia.

1. Use pliers to open and remove front stop bead (standard roll) or back stop bead (reverse roll). (See figure 1)

2. Lower shade to expose tube. (See figure 2)

3. Starting at one end of the tube, pull the fabric spline out of the groove in the tube. (See figure 3)

4. Starting at one end of the tube, press the spline on the new shade fabric into the groove in the tube. (See figure 4)
INSTALLING FASCIA

1. Attach the fascia by first hooking onto the bracket. Gently press at the bottom until the lip engages and snaps on to the bracket. (See figure 1)

   Note: Fascia brackets may have to be lowered if header is not level.

2. Attach fascia bracket cover. Prepare bracket by cleaning debris or dust. Remove adhesive backing from bracket cover and attach to fascia bracket. (See figure 2)

RESET UPPER/LOWER LIMITS

1. Roll shade to lower limit position.

2. Attach stop bead next to the clutch on the front chain of a regular roll shade or the back chain of a reverse roll shade.

3. Raise the shade to its upper limit position, and attach the stop bead next to the clutch on the back chain of a regular roll shade or the front chain of a reverse roll shade.

OPERATION

Pull cord in front to raise shade; pull cord in back to lower shade. The opposite is true for reverse roll.
MAINTENANCE

Solar shade fabric may be cleaned by occasional vacuuming. For stained shades, brush the fabric with a mild detergent and thoroughly rinse. Allow the shade to dry completely before raising. Do NOT completely immerse the fabric. If commercial spot cleaners or diluted bleach mixtures are used, they must first be tested and allowed to dry on an inconspicuous area to ensure compatibility.